Theoretical evaluation of methods for extracting retention factors and kinetic rate constants in liquid chromatography.
A three-dimensional stochastic simulation is used to provide a detailed understanding of mass transfer processes in liquid chromatography. In this simulation, the migration of individual molecules is established through diffusion and laminar convection within the mobile phase. The molecules interact with the stationary phase by a partition (absorption) mechanism. For these studies, the column length, linear velocity, stationary-phase diffusion coefficient, interfacial mass transfer coefficient, and equilibrium constant are varied in a system with a homogeneous surface. Heterogeneous surfaces are also investigated by having multiple types of interaction sites that are equally or unequally distributed. For each simulation, the molecular distribution is examined and characterized at specified times or column lengths. Five individual methods are then applied to extract the thermodynamic and kinetic information for transport between the mobile and stationary phases. In the first method, all of the molecules are initially distributed in the mobile phase and the fraction remaining is monitored as a function of time. These simulation data are fit to a single exponential decay by nonlinear regression to determine the "true" retention factors and rate constants. The other methods rely on evaluating the shape of the zone profiles along the column. The statistical moments of the profiles are used to calculate the mean and the variance, which are related to the retention factors and the rate constants, respectively. The profiles are also fit to the exponentially modified Gaussian equation, the Giddings equation, and the Thomas equation. The fitting parameters from these equations are then used to calculate the retention factors and rate constants. Comparisons of the accuracy relative to the "true" retention factors and "true" rate constants, as well as the advantages and limitations of each method are discussed.